Dale Olson here, and this is my gift to assist you and your love ones during this time of crisis!

The Pendulum Charts: by Dale W. Olson

Immune System Analysis: Coronavirus

Immune Boosting Solutions

Immune Supplements Solutions

Yes, you can Intuitively know: what precautionary measures to take for yourself and family members; what you need to do to fortify your immune system; if you are symptomatic or not: what viral infection is your body resisting; and what immediate and long-terms steps need to be taken for yourself or your family members.

With Knowing comes the calm...

The really great thing about working with your Intuition, and the Pendulum Charts is that it helps you to stay neutral by being able to separate out between: what you hear; what "seems" to be true; what is your truth; and what is for your greatest health and well-being.

What is even greater is that while you are in that quiet, neutral place, you have access to solutions from your inner guidance or higher self...the part of you that can access infinite information, knowledge, and wisdom.

As a reminder, we are all so much more than what we allow ourselves to believe. We really do know what’s going on in our bodies and lives. During these times of crisis we need to be able to quiet our minds, tune in through our hearts and Intuition...and, make wise intuitive choices and
decisions. The Pendulum Charts are one of the most powerful and effective tools for quieting the mind.

The purpose of the Pendulum Charts is to assure the mentally dominate mind that all the information is there and that it can relax and just allow the Intuition to bring forth answers to the unknowns.

Yes, you can determine what: your immune system is resisting; precautionary measures to take for yourself and love ones; what is needed to fortify your immune system; and, knowing how to deal with these most extreme health, financial, and emotionally challenging times.

First, it is imperative to calm it all down: breathe, meditate...knowing that you have access to your higher self for Intuitive answers and solutions. Second, is to trust your heart and your Intuition knowing that within these charts your Intuition will be able to choose the best solutions to even the worst case scenarios. With that in mind you can stay focused, fearless, and centered knowing that you can be prepared to take the next right action steps with whatever challenges that may come your way.

This doesn't mean that you don't consult with your physician before taking action. What it does mean, is that you can be your own health advocate: be able to ask your physician more qualitative questions; request more appropriate protocols; and know what will be of the greatest service for your body, mind, and spirit.

_These Pendulum Charts may not necessarily include all the changing information needed, however, you will be pointed in the right direction for yourself and family._

We have spent countless hours and effort to provide you with this immune analysis and immune boosting pendulum chart kit, at no charge to you.
This is our gift to you. All that we ask is that *You Pay this Gift Forward!*

For those of you with a compromised immune system, you may want to also look at our expanded: The Pendulum Charts: Immune Boosting Solutions • Money Solutions eCharts pdf. This version of the Pendulum Charts include many pendulum charts from the *Pendulum Charts I* and *Pendulum Charts II*: The Intuitive Healers Manual.

see [The Pendulum Charts: Immune Boosting Solutions • Money Solutions eCharts pdf](#)...Table of Contents.

*Blessings of expanded: insight, consciousness, health, and well-being.*

*Love,*

*Dale Olson...and the getIntuitive team!*
The Pendulum Charts: by Dale W. Olson
Immune System Analysis

Immune Boosting Supplements

Immune Boosting Protocols

If you are a beginner at using a pendulum or the Pendulum Charts, we would highly suggest reading: The Pendulum Bridge to Infinite Knowing, or The Pendulum Instruction Chart Book, or Knowing Your Intuitive Mind, and working with The Pendulum Charts I. For the more advanced we would suggest Pendulum Charts II: The Intuitive Healers Manual, or Immune System Boosting Solutions • Money Solutions eBook.pdf

If you are one of our fellow colleagues or other health care professional and you see something that should be added, deleted, or changed, we would be more than grateful for your input.

As I always say, your answers are only going to be as good as your questions. Knowing how to form and flow your questions is truly the art and science of accurate intuitive pendulum work.

Follow the question format at the top of the charts, keeping your questions positive, consistently precise, and in present time.

We have included charts: Immune Protocol: Solutions P2, P3 charts that are not the normal half radius format, but rather in a list format. For some of you this is an easy transition, and for some, it
will take a bit of getting use to. It's a matter of using a pointer, i.e. pencil or chopstick and going down the list and pointing at each item holding for a Yes/No or Percentage _%_ intuitive answer with each question. Again, use the questions at the top of the page for forming and flowing your questions. With any intuitive Yes answer, stop and measure in percentage _%_ to what degree it is true or appropriate for your highest and greatest good. (see Percentage Yes/No Chart)

These pendulum charts are for education, information only and not to be used as medical advise, diagnosis, treatment, cure, or prevent any disease...these pendulum charts do not replace health care from medical/psychological professionals. The author and publisher accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever for the use or misuse of the information contained in these pendulum charts...use these charts wisely!
Pendulum Instructions

To hold your pendulum properly, slightly arch your wrist with the string or chain clasped between the forefinger and the thumb (usually with the right hand), so the pendulum can have a downward drop. Extend and separate the last three fingers so they can act as an antenna. Give the pendulum a 3”- 6” length on the string or chain and hold directly over the center circle on the Pendulum Language Chart. The shorter the string or chain the faster the action.

Look at the Chart, remove your attention from the pendulum; focus your minds intention to establish the pendulum language. It helps to speak the commands out loud. **Being precise, specific, positive and commanding with the communications to your subconscious mind is absolutely imperative for accurate answers or results.** For example, “Intuitive mind, indicate the direction of Yes for me” This can be indicated by either a forward and backward swing, or a clockwise or counterclockwise motion. For most people a forward and backward or a clockwise direction indicates Yes, and its opposite for No. A swing that is “in between” can indicate more or less, or Maybe. Repeat this exercise a few times each day throughout the following seven days and note your consistency in results. In the beginning it is best to practice for short periods (less than 20 minutes). See the PENDULUM Bridge to Infinite Knowing by Dale W. Olson for more on how to develop a good foundation, procedure, form, and learn effective question building.

At first, use the Intuition only to move the pendulum without asking questions. When just beginning, it may be helpful to artificially overcome inertia by giving the pendulum a slight motion, then let the natural force take over the motion. If you have difficulty in making the pendulum move or in being consistent, than consider: Are you tired, forcing the situation, or in an imbalanced state? If so, give it a rest and approach it at another time.

Any thoughts about possible answers, personal desires, feelings about the outcome, ego involvement or tendency to show-off will influence the accuracy of your work. Keeping yourself objective and detached to the outcome is one of the keys to your success.

When you have completed your pendulum session, it is always helpful to give Thanks to your Intuition and the Infinite for being of service.

*It is important to start with simple questions about situations or conditions in which you are not emotionally attached to the outcome. Your answers are going to be only as good as your questions. Remember, as with any skill that you have learned, it requires practice, patience, and persistence.*
Pendulum Language Chart

YES • NO • Percentage • Probability

See Instructions for Pendulum Language

May I? Can I? Should I?

To what degree is this information accurate or true?

The percent of my intuitive accuracy today is ______%.

This is the best place to do this checking ______%.

Example: Go to this event ______%.

Is it for my highest and greatest good ______%?

The direction of YES/NO - Forward/Backwards.

To what extent is this information accurate or true ______%?

The percent of my intuitive accuracy today is ______%.

Counter Clockwise, Clockwise, or Counter clockwise.

Immune System Analysis: Solution

Immune Boosting Protocols: Solutions
Immune System Analysis:  

by Dale W. Olson

Q: The health and well-being of my immune system is presently functioning to what degree\%: overactive\% under-active\%?

Q: My family member(s) immune system is presently functioning at what degree of health and well-being\%: overactive \% under-active\%?

Q: I'm presently asymptomatic \% and, my immune system is producing antibodies for: viral\% bacterial\% fungal\% COVID-19\% infection?

Q: My family member(s) is presently asymptomatic \% and, their immune system is producing antibodies for: viral\% bacterial\% fungal\% COVID-19\% infection?

Q: I'm presently symptomatic \% and, my immune system is producing antibodies for: viral\% bacterial\% fungal\% COVID-19\% infection?

Q: My family member(s) is presently symptomatic and, their immune system is producing antibodies for: viral\% bacterial\% fungal\% COVID-19\% infection?

Q: My health, balance, and well being, presently: physically \%\%, mentally \%\%, emotionally \%\%, energetically \%\%, spiritually \%\%?

Q: The health, balance, and well being of my family member(s) presently: physically \%\%, mentally \%\%, emotionally \%\%, energetically \%\%, spiritually \%\%.
Immune Boosting Supplements: Solutions

The immune booster needed for this body is: ____, %?

The supplements that can reduce this infection are: ____, %?

The body needs to involve the immune boosting abilities of the: physical %, mental %, emotional %, energetic %, spiritual %?

The supplements needed to boost this immune system are: ____, %?

To what degree has this manifested in the: physical %, mental %, emotional %, energetic %, spiritual %?

The supplements needed is boost this immune system are: ____, %?

See "Quantity-Time Factor Chart": How much for how long?

The Pendulum Charts I and The Pendulum Charts II

Immune Boosting Protocols: Solutions
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Immune System Analysis: Solution
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Immune System Analysis: Solution
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Immune Boosting Protocols: Solutions
Immune Boosting Protocols: Solutions

(list chart: use pencil to point at protocol, wait for Yes/No_Percentage __%__)

- Activate your truth that you are enough __%
- Dark night of ones ego: internal __%__ external __%
- Congestion: physical __%__ mental __%__ emotional __%__ energetic __%
- Emotional virus: toxic fear __%__ worry __%__ anxiety __%__ depression __%
- Find your love-light-divine order within/throughout the chaos __%
- Open your energetic channels: allow more love and light to enter __%
- Allow yourself to be passionately inspired...and make a difference __%
- Deep evaluation of your issues feeling: powerlessness __%, powerful __%
- Fearful patterns surfacing giving clarity about what you do and don't want __%
- Stay connected: video chatting with family and friends-online book clubs.... __%
- Enhance your immune system: practice compassionate care for yourself and others __%
- Transform your reaction to: having no need for the corona virus to be part of your body/being __%
- My shadow self __%__ is keeping the illusion of control in tact while not listening __%__ to inner guidance __%
- Love creates openings in your energy field...allowing light to enter so that old programs can be re-written __%
- With every breath: I breathe into/through my Heart feelings of calm, compassion, love to myself and all others __%
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• *Optimize Immune function:* breath work_exercise_yoga_time in nature_meditation_increase sleep...daily_

• Dark night chaos cycle: opportunity for great expansion of intuitive insight, conscious awareness, love, and well-being_

• With every breath: I breathe into/through my Heart feelings of calm, compassion, love to all parts of my body and being_

• *Acknowledge first, where you feel powerless_*: opens up: compassion-self care-self love-creativity-empowerment...

• COVID feelings of: powerless_victim_vulnerability_health beliefs_For me, is (the story)_really true_or does it just "seem" to be true_...And, if it is true, I have (solutions)_?

• Take time for *emotional truth telling:* where you feel powerful and where you feel powerless in your heart_body_: increases self connection-clear intuitive channel-empowerment_

• Hug your shadow dragon: take inventory of where you feel powerless = will get you to where you feel powerful: self care-self love-doing inner work-prayer-being creatively inspired-compassion self/others_

• With every breath I take: *I breathe* from and through my *heart chakra* and *brow chakra* into every cell, into every organ, into every system, into every part of my body and being: I Am Now: Healthy, Happy, Balanced, Prosperous, Whole, and Complete...I Am the Light...I Am the Love...So Be It...So it is!

Below is a list of all the pertinent pendulum charts that many of you already have in the Pendulum Charts I and Pendulum Charts II. These will prove to be most helpful with finding what is needed to help heal all parts of your life with health, wealth, and well-being.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition Chart</th>
<th>Mineral Chart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaptogens Chart</td>
<td>pH reading Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Factor Chart</td>
<td>Tissue Salts Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immune System Chart</td>
<td>Quantity Factor Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeopathics II Chart</td>
<td>Money Solutions Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healing Solutions Chart</td>
<td>Homeopathics I Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Supplements Chart</td>
<td>Money Issues: Cause Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress-Anxiety Cause Chart</td>
<td>Medication Compatibility Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Herbal Remedies Chart</td>
<td>Immune System Solutions Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential &amp; Trace Minerals Chart</td>
<td>Respiratory - Sinus System Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money Healing Programs II Chart</td>
<td>Money Healing Programs I Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Chakra: Emotional Imbalances Chart</td>
<td>Health: Limiting Beliefs-Solutions Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety-Depression Internal Solutions Chart</td>
<td>Upper Chakra: Emotional Imbalances Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress-Anxiety-Depression Solutions II Chart</td>
<td>Stress-Anxiety-Depression Solutions I Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Decisions: Analysis-Solutions Chart</td>
<td>Anxiety-Depression External Solutions Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money Issues: False Beliefs-Patterns Chart</td>
<td>Compromised Immune System-Cause Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Chakra: Physical Imbalances Chart</td>
<td>Upper Chakra: Physical Imbalances Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakra Body: Organs - Systems Chart</td>
<td>Medication Compatibility Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress Level Management Chart</td>
<td>Infection - Virus Infection Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressions Symptoms Chart</td>
<td>Chakra Measurement Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress Level Solutions Chart</td>
<td>Herbal Remedies Charts III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbal Remedies Charts I</td>
<td>Herbal Remedies Charts II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzymes Digestive Chart</td>
<td>Systems of the Body Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon Solutions Chart</td>
<td>Healing Therapies Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace Minerals Chart</td>
<td>Liver Solutions Chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin Chart</td>
<td>Amino Acids Chart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For those of you who are beginning with using your intuition, a pendulum, and pendulum charts, we highly suggest learning how to develop your intuitive skills. If you want your intuitive answers to be accurate and true than please take the time to acquire a solid foundation between you and your Intuition. Knowing how to accurately and effectively use your Intuition, a pendulum, and pendulum charts is like learning any other skill: taking time, practice, patience and persistence. Again, we would highly suggest reading: *The Pendulum Bridge to Infinite Knowing*, or *The Pendulum Instruction Chart Book*, or *Knowing Your Intuitive Mind*, and working with *The Pendulum Charts I*, or for the more advanced, *The PendulumCharts II: The Intuitive Healers Manual*. When it comes to really important question/answers, it is always a good practice to get a 2nd reading...perspective...And, most importantly, see your physician.

For those of you that don’t have Pendulum Charts I and II, or would like the additional charts that come with: *The Pendulum Charts: Immune Boosting Solutions • Money Solutions eBook.pdf*. This is the expanded version that will also include all of the Pendulum Charts listed in I/II plus additional Immune Solutions Charts.

This is a must for anyone with a compromised immune system to determine what’s needed to fortify and heal their Immune system, and Solutions to heal Money issues.

*We are holding all of you with Blessings of expanded insight, consciousness, health and prosperity on all levels.*

*Love, Dale Olson...and the getIntuitive team!*